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Learn from your data

You are already collecting lots of data but you are
unsuree how to utilise it? Get to know every aspect of
your data - with Tableau.

Get your business ready for
self-service BI with Tableau
Merging and interpreting your data just got easier! With the help of tableau,
you will be able to visualise your business data and keep an eye on factors of success and failure. The comprehensive visualisation via tableau
dashboards will allow all of your employees to monitor operating figures
and gain valuable insights.

More than just a workshop – we will help
you get started with self-service BI
You will learn everything about the application and effective handling of
tableau. COCUS will help you gain a keen comprehension of your data
connections and help you understand which visualisations and dashboards make most sense in different scenarios. All on the basis of your own,
relevant data.
In addition, you will be trained in Data Governance. We will be giving you
an overview of guidelines and procedures to ensure data quality, data
protection and data security.

Workshops tailored for your level
We make sure to get everyone on board. On demand we also offer
joint elaboration of complex analysis such as:
Combination of data sources and data coalescing
Preparation of statistically recorded charts and visualisations
Implementation of interactive dashboards

Only those who know how to handle their
data will be able to benefit from it – get to
know the basics of tableau with us!

What to expect
introduction and features of tableau, including terminology and
an overview of possible applications
Preparation of your data sources and set-up of primary data
connections
Analysis of your data including data processing, methods for
data analysis and data visualisations
Application and implementation of dashboards, visualisations
and charts for further usage in your day-to-day business

After the workshop you will have:
an understanding of how to handle tableau
Visualisations, dashboards and charts for your day-to-day business
new insights and conclusions about your data

COCUS offers various data-driven services: from setting-up the required infrastructures and databases up to
data engineering and exciting data science insights with machine learning.
Get in touch!
COCUS is your IT Solution and Service Partner and offers tailored solutions for the digitale tansformation of your business.
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